ALUMINUM CIRCULAR CURB MOUNT FRAME I.G.U. GLASS SKYLIGHT

MIN. 2:12 PITCH REQS.
ON GLASS UNITS

CUSTOM
CUSTOM

MODEL: A-C-CM-G2
HALF SCALE

FRAME FINISH
○ MILL FINISH (MF)
○ BRONZE ANODIZE (BA)
○ CLEAR ANODIZE (CA)
PAINT: ○ BRONZE, ○ WHITE, ○ CUSTOM

I.G.U. GLAZING PANEL
OUTBOARD LITE
○ CLEAR TEMP.
○ BRONZE TEMP.
○ GREY TEMP.
○ LOW-E COAT. #2
○ OTHER:

INBOARD LITE
○ CLEAR LAMI.
○ BRONZE LAMI.
○ GREY LAMI.
○ WHITE LAMI.
○ OTHER:

PLAN VIEW

DIAMETER
DIMENSION

MODEL    INSIDE Ø CURB DIM.    QTY.
24        24" DIAMETER          24
31        31" DIAMETER          31
43        43" DIAMETER          43
54        54" DIAMETER          54
67        67" DIAMETER          67
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